Objective assessment of cortical excitability in migraine with and without aura.
Recent progress in the genetics of migraine has refocused attention on cortical dysfunction as an important component of the pathophysiology of this disorder. In previous work, we have demonstrated functional changes in the visual cortex of migraine patients, using an objective transcranial magnetic stimulation technique, termed magnetic suppression of perceptual accuracy (MSPA). This study aimed to replicate previous findings in migraine with aura (MA) and to use the technique to examine migraine without aura (MoA). Eight MA patients, 14 MoA patients and 13 migraine-free controls participated. MSPA assessments were undertaken using a standardized protocol in which computer-presented letter targets were followed at a variable delay interval by a single magnetic pulse delivered over the occiput. MSPA performance is expressed as a profile of response accuracy across target-pulse delay intervals. The profiles of migraine-free controls exhibited a normal U-shape. MA patients had significantly shallower profiles, showing little or no suppression at intermediate delay intervals. MoA patients had profiles that were similar to controls. Recent animal evidence strongly indicates that the U-shape of the normal MSPA function is caused by preferential activation of inhibitory neurons. Shallower MPSA profiles in MA patients are therefore likely to indicate a functional hyperexcitability caused by impaired inhibition. The finding of normal MPSA profiles in MoA patients is novel and will require further investigation.